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Abstract— In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), monitoring
applications use in-network aggregation to minimize energy
overhead by reducing the number of transmissions between
the nodes. We note that nearby sensor nodes monitoring an
environmental feature (e.g., temperature or brightness) typically
register similar values. In this paper, we propose Clustered
AGgregation (CAG), which is a mechanism that reduces the
number of transmissions and provides approximate results to
aggregate queries by utilizing the spatial correlation of sensor
data. The result is guaranteed to be within a user-provided
error-tolerance threshold. While a query is disseminated to the
network, CAG forms clusters of nodes sensing similar values.
Subsequently, only one value per cluster is transmitted up the
aggregation tree. We use mathematical models and simulations
with synthetic and empirical data to evaluate the efficiencycorrectness tradeoff of CAG. Our simulation shows that with
highly correlated sensor reading and 10% error threshold, CAG
can save the communication overhead by as much as 70.9% over
TAG while incurring a modest 1.7% error in result.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In WSN, in-network query processing is a common way
to minimize communication by increasing path sharing as
in Directed Diffusion [6], TinyDB [12], and Cougar [20].
TinyDB, the landmark in-network query processing system
for WSN, has a fixed set of query operators supported by
a query processor. Alternately, directed Diffusion allows users
to define their own in-network aggregation operators. A treebased routing is used in Tiny AGgregation (TAG) [12], while
a data-centric routing is used in Directed Diffusion [6].
Structural [9] and habitat [13] monitoring, the most popular
applications of WSN to date, can be efficiently implemented
by using those in-network aggregation systems. They enable
a user to issue a query to be flooded to the network to build
data forwarding and aggregation plans. Such flooding-based
systems can be made more energy efficient by exploiting the
spatial correlation in sensor data.
Allowing for an approximate result, and not requiring an
exact answer, enables designing energy-efficient mechanisms
to compute in-network aggregates. Approximate results can be
used in an interactive setting in which users may first ask for a
rough picture of regional data before they decide to drill-down
further [3]. In this scenario, not every sensed data is required
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to compute the synopsis. Both energy efficiency and accuracy
are important in time-critical monitoring. In many systems,
however, higher accuracy comes at a higher energy cost.
Olston et al. designed an adaptive bounded-width filter
which trades precision for communication overhead [16].
Jain et al. tried to minimize resource usage under precision
requirement by designing a prediction system using Dual
Kalman Filter (DKF) [7]. As such, sophisticated prediction
schemes can be incorporated in WSN to prevent unnecessary
data transmission.
Techniques such as LEACH [5], TEEN [14], APTEEN [15]
use hierarchical clusters and routing to save energy. Pattem
et al. studied correlation between data spatial coherence and
routing efficiency using lossless compression [17].
PREMON [4] and TiNA [18] are similar to CAG. PREMON
forms clusters based on a prediction model while CAG forms
clusters using real-time sensor values. TiNA exploits temporal
correlation in sensor data while CAG takes advantage of
spatial correlation to form clusters. Deshpande et al. proposed
a data acquisitional method based on statistical model [2].
Unlike CAG, their study does not take into account packet
losses in the network; neither do they use clusters.
CAG exploits semantic broadcast [19] in order to reduce
the communication overhead by leveraging spatial correlation,
the characteristic of the data distribution. CAG achieves efficient in-network storage and processing by allowing a unified
mechanism between query routing (networking) and query
processing (application). Instead of gathering and compressing
all the data (lossless algorithm), CAG generates synopsis
by filtering out insignificant elements in data streams (lossy
algorithm) to minimize response time, storage, computation,
and communication costs.
Although environmental attributes such as temperature,
light, and sound could be correlated over large distances,
there has been no in-network aggregation algorithm exploiting
spatially correlated sensor data aiming at both efficiency and
precision challenges. To the best of our knowledge, CAG is the
first in-network aggregation algorithm exploiting spatial correlation, which trades a negligible quality of result (precision)
for a significant energy saving. CAG achieves this by focusing
on a few representative values rather than a large number of
redundant data. With denser sensor deployment, there will be
even higher data correlation, which increases CAG’s efficiency
and precision.
CAG is a lossy clustering algorithm because CAG uses

function Query.Received:
if ((CR − CR × τ ) ≤ vij < (CR + CR × τ )){
clusterhead = F ALSE;
broadcast query Q;
} else{
CR = M R;
clusterhead = T RU E;
broadcast query Q;
}
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In this Section, we describe the CAG algorithm and analyze
its efficiency and accuracy.
A. The CAG Algorithm
CAG branches out from TAG for further energy saving by
using spatial correlation of data. TAG, a landmark system
performing in-network aggregation, requires every node to participate in aggregation while CAG requires only representative
values to participate in aggregation. The prevalence of spatial
correlation in environmental phenomena makes it possible
for CAG to ignore redundant data and quickly generate an
overview of the data distribution.
The CAG algorithm operates in two phases: query and
response. During the query phase, CAG forms clusters when
TAG-like forwarding tree is built using a user-specified error
threshold τ . In the response phase, CAG transmits a single
value per cluster. CAG is a lossy clustering method; only the
clusterheads contribute to the aggregation.
A user-provided error threshold, τ , is used while building
clusters. Each node decides to join a cluster based on Clusterhead sensor Reading (CR) and My local sensor Reading
(MR); if M R < CR ± CR × τ , then the sensor is included
in the same cluster. That is why τ is interchangeable with
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function Epoch.Fired:
if clusterhead
broadcast aggregate(buf f + M R);
else if size(buf f ) > 0
broadcast aggregate(buf f );

only the sensor values from the clusterheads to compute the
aggregate. Values of new clusterheads differ from the values
of parent clusterheads by at least the user-provided threshold.
We systematically quantify the impact of spatial correlation
in sensor data on in-network aggregation by using the CAG
algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes and analyzes the CAG algorithm. Section III presents
three different data sets, evaluation metrics, and simulation
results. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
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function Response.Received:
enque response packet R to the buf f ;

TABLE I
P SEUDOCODE OF THE C LUSTERED AG GREGATION ALGORITHM
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An example execution of the Clustered AGgregation algorithm.

a user-provided error-tolerance threshold. Table I shows the
pseudocode of the CAG algorithm.
For encoding a query, CAG augments the TAG syntax with a
threshold τ . The user initiates CAG by specifying a query UQ
= < QueryID, Oi , τ > to be injected into the network with
a threshold τ for the monitoring attribute Oi . Subsequently,
the base station broadcasts the query packet Q = < U Q,
P arentID, M yID, level, CR >, where level is the depth
of the current node in the forwarding tree. Note that CR is
included in the query to be compared with each MR when it
is received by a node. Clusters are formed when the forwarding
tree is built.
Once all the nodes receive the query packet, the response
phase starts. At the end of each epoch, only clusterheads
transmit packets with the following tuple: R = < P arentID,
ChildrenID, M R, CR >. Bridge nodes do not contribute
their sensor readings to the aggregate, but they are required to
bridge the segments of the forwarding tree.
Fig. 1 shows an example execution of the CAG algorithm.
Tables in Fig. 1 describe main attributes embedded in a
query packet (connected to the link) and a response packet
(connected to the node). The sensor reading 50 of root node
(node 1) automatically becomes the first CR. When a node
(node 2) receives the query, it determines if its local value MR
is within the calculated tolerable error range CR ± CR × τ
(between 45 and 55 in this example). If MR is within this
range, this node is included in the same cluster with the
clusterhead (cluster 1). Otherwise, this node becomes a new
clusterhead by assigning MR to CR. In our example, sensor
readings for nodes 2, 3, 4, and 6 are within the range, so they
stay in the same cluster. Clusterhead selection policy applied
in CAG is such that the first node becomes a clusterhead if
its sensor reading is outside of the tolerable error range for
CR. Where there is a high disparity among monitored sensor
readings (node 5, 7, 8, 10), the new clusters are formed.
In response phase, only the clusterheads contribute their
sensor readings to the aggregate. Node 2 in this example is
a bridge node; it performs in-network aggregation (without

Variable

Description

1.6

ni

node ni has location xi and yi

1.4

v(ni )

sensor reading at node ni

1.2

Dij

distance between nodes ni and nj

τ

user specified error threshold

0.6

N

total number of sensor nodes

0.4

Nq

E(Number of Query)

0.2

Nc

E(Number of Clusterheads)

Nb

E(Number of Bridges)

Np

E(Number of participating nodes)
Np = Nc + Nb

Nbc

E(Number of transmissions)
Nbc = Nq + Np
TABLE II
VARIABLE DEFINITION

including its local reading) with values received from nodes 4
and 5.
CAG forwarding tree is based on dynamic environmental
phenomena, so the clusterhead may change for every query
and response cycle. This prevents clusterheads from becoming
energy-draining bottlenecks.
B. Formalization and Analysis
In this Section, we try to formally quantify 1) the energy
saving of CAG in terms of number of transmissions and 2) the
accuracy of result in terms of τ and distance. Table II defines
the variables used in the following analysis.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that the nodes are
placed in a two dimensional grid, and all nodes are within
radio range R performing lossless communication. Also, we
assume that no node participates in multiple clusters. We do
not include bridge nodes to simplify our analysis. That is,
Np = Nc in Section II-B.1.
1) Number of transmissions with CAG: We first model the
performance of CAG in terms of number of transmissions with
uncorrelated i.e., i.i.d. random data normalized to [0, 1]. To
calculate the number of transmissions, we need to compute the
expected number of clusters because only clusterhead nodes
transmit values. Let Pu be the probability that a node is in the
same cluster with the root node in a scenario with uncorrelated
data. Pu is given by:
Pu = P (|v(nj ) − v(ni )| < τ v(ni )|v(ni ))
(
1
,
2τ v(ni )
if v(ni ) ≤ 1+τ
(1)
=
1
.
1 − (1 − τ )v(ni ) if v(ni ) > 1+τ
Because the root node is always in the root cluster, and
all other nodes (N − 1 nodes) are in the same cluster with
a probability Pu , the expected size of the root cluster is as
follows:
E(size of root cluster) = 1 + (N − 1)Pu
(2)
Hence, the expected number of clusters can be calculated from
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Fig. 2. Spatial correlation model of CAG: (a) Pc and (b) Er . CAG with
τ = n% is termed CAGn.

the Equations (1) and (2) as follows:
Nc = 1 + N − E(size of root cluster)
= 1 + N − (1 + (N − 1)Pu )
= N − (N − 1)Pu
(3)
Nq = N for both TAG and CAG. In TAG, all the nodes
respond to the query. Thus, Nbc = 2N for TAG. For CAG,
Nbc = Nq + Nc = 2N − (N − 1)Pu with uncorrelated data.
Now we model the performance of CAG when the sensor
data is spatially correlated based on each sensor’s geographical
location in a two dimensional space.
Spatially correlated sensor data is modeled and plotted in
Fig. 2(a). Only the results with τ = 4% and 10% are presented
due to space constraint. To mathematically model the function
of CAG, we computed Equation (1) using the CAG algorithm
under 1) single-hop, perfect reliability (same assumptions as
in the second paragraph of Section II-B) and 2) multi-hop,
measured reliability.
Although we assume single-hop lossless topologies in this
analysis, the prediction based on our mathematical model
matches results from simulations with realistic node density,
packet losses, multiple hops, and data correlation (Fig. 2(a)).
Let Pc be the probability that any two nodes are in the
same cluster in a scenario with correlated data. Pc depends on
two factors: 1) level of spatial correlation in sensor reading 2)
the threshold τ . We assume that the distance Dij is a single
factor that determines data correlation. Pc is proportional to
threshold τ , but inversely proportional to the distance Dij .
Based on this argument, we generate a mathematical model
of Equation (1) in a two dimensional space as follows:
Pc = f (Dij , τ ) =
where

X

c
1+

log(Dij )
τ

(4)

Pc = 1 and,

Dij = |xi − xj | + |yi − yj | and,
τ is threshold and c is constant.
In theory, log(Dij ) can impact Pc . However, in our following analysis of Nc , log(Dij ) is treated as a constant c1
because our mathematical model in Fig. 2(a) is based on the
level of correlation (which is a constant corresponding to the
correlation coefficient of 7H) observed in temperature data

from the Great Duck Island [13]. Thus, by combining (3) and
(4), the expected number of clusters is as follows :
c2
Nc = N − (N − 1)Pc = N −
(N − 1)
1 + cτ1
c2 τ
(N − 1),
(5)
=N−
c1 + τ
where c1 and c2 are constants
Thus, the total number of transmissions for CAG with
spatially correlated data is:
Nbc = Nq + Nc = N + N − (N − 1)Pc
c2 τ
= 2N −
(N − 1),
(6)
c1 + τ
where c1 and c2 are constants
Therefore, the communication overheads of TAG and
CAG in terms of number of transmissions are 2N and
2N − (N − 1)Pc respectively with correlated data.
2) Accuracy of result with CAG: In this Section, we compute Perror which is the probability that the relative error
is greater than the user-provided error-tolerance threshold τ ,
in which x is the
where relative error is defined by Er = |x̂−x̄|
x̄
aggregated sensor readings. That is, how much an approximate
result computed by CAG (i.e., x̂) is different from the correct
result computed by TAG (i.e., x̄).
|x̂ − x̄|
> τ ) = Px̄,x̂ (|x̂ − x̄| > x̄τ )
x̄
= 1 − Px̄,x̂ (|x̂ − x̄| ≤ x̄τ )
(7)
PN
PNp
v(ni )
vp (ni )
, x̂ = i=1
,
where x̄ = i=1
N
Np
and vp (ni ) is the value of participating nodes.
Using Equation (7), we can deduce the following theorem
for the error bound of CAG.
Theorem 2.1: (Precision of CAG) Relative error in the
result obtained from the CAG algorithm is guaranteed to be
within τ only if data is correlated such that N ≫ k, where
N is the total number of sensor nodes and k is the number of
clusters (k = Np which is the number of participating nodes).
Proof: relative error Er is,
|x̂ − x̄|
N x̄ − (N x̄ ± (N − k)τ )
Er =
=
x̄
N x̄
±(N − k)τ
=
N x̄
τ
= , if N ≫ k
x̄
τ
= < τ , if x̄ > 1
x̄
> τ ) = 0, which
Therefore, Er < τ implies Px̄,x̂ ( |x̂−x̄|
x̄
means Perror = 0. That is, if N ≫ k and ¯(x) > 1, the error
in the approximate result from CAG is bounded by τ .
Note that the above theorem requires N ≫ k, i.e., the total
number of sensor nodes is far greater than the number of
clusterheads. This requirement is satisfied when the entire data
set is spatially correlated enough such that (N − k) ∼
= N . It is
non trivial to determine the magnitude of N and k at which
this property holds, and this is a topic of our future work. Later
Perror = Px̄,x̂ (

in Section III, we show that ecological and real sensor data is
usually strongly correlated (≥7H) by using simulations. Due
to this high correlation of sensor data, precision with even
large τ values is shown to be close to the exact result.
We generalize the accuracy of result with random and
correlated data. For the same τ and N , as Nc (Random) ≫
Nc (Correlated), so Np (Random) ≫ Np (Correlated) as
shown in II-B.1. As the density of nodes increases, the
number of clusters with random data increases much faster
than the number of clusters formed with correlated data,
but Perror (Random) > Perror (Correlated) because the
correlated data reduces the relative error as shown in Theorem
2.1.
To compute the closed-form expression of Perror , Px̄,x̂ (|x̂−
x̄| ≤ x̄τ ) in Equation (7) can be described in the same way
as in Equation (1). We assume that x is normalized to [0, 1].
Thus, by variable replacement,
P ′ = Px̄,x̂ (|x̂ − x̄| ≤ x̄τ )
(
2τ x̄
if x̄ ≤
=
1 − (1 − τ )x̄ if x̄ >

1
1+τ ,
1
1+τ .

(8)

Hence,
Perror = (
1 − P′
1
,
1 − 2τ x̄ if x̄ ≤ 1+τ
=
(9)
1
(1 − τ )x̄ if x̄ > 1+τ .
Fig. 2(b) shows the following mathematical model for the
relative error (Er ) deduced from the simulation model.
Er = f (τ ) = log(τ + 2) − Nc /N
τ
= log(τ + 2) − (N −
(N − 1))/N
(10)
τ +1
Therefore, the relative error depends on two factors: 1)
the level of correlation in data 2) the threshold τ . Er is
proportional to log(τ ) and −Nc /N , where Nc can be a good
indicator of the level of correlation.
III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this Section, we performed several experiments to measure 1) the efficiency and precision tradeoff 2) the effect of
density on efficiency, and 3) the effect of link reliability on
precision.
A. Data Sets
For our simulation study, we used three different data
sets: synthetic data using a statistical model, synthetic data
based on the ecological fractal model, and real sensor data
gathered from Great Duck Island. Because more than 99.9%
of raw temperature data from Great Duck Island is distributed
between 3500 and 6500 raw ADC values, we generated our
synthetic data values in the same range (but different levels
of correlation) assuming we had a general knowledge of the
data distribution before deploying sensors.
1) Synthetic data from the statistical model: Sensor data is
generated using the method suggested in [8] for a 250m×250m
two-dimensional grid. Five data sets with different degrees of
correlation are generated with parameters α = 1/2i , β, and

Fig. 3.
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(f) Spatial Pattern

(c) 5H

(g) Variograms of synthetic data and
Spatial Pattern (SP)

(d) 7H

(h) Variogram of real data from Great
Duck Island

(a-e) Synthetic data with different correlation ratio, (f) ecological spatial pattern, and (g-h) variograms as described in the caption

H = 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. Correlation coefficient H determines
the level of correlation; an H of 1 generates data with almost
no spatial correlation (similar to i.i.d. random), and a larger
H results in a higher spatial correlation. Figures 3(a) to
3(e) show the raw data graphically in 250m×250m depending
on H. The variograms of all five data sets are presented in
Fig. 3(g). The variogram, also called semivariance, is the
most common way to characterize the correlation between
pairs of points separated by a spatial distance [1]. In probabilistic notation, the variogram is defined as follows: γ(h) =
1
2
2 E[(X(p) − X(p + h)) ] for all possible locations p, where
X(p) and X(p + h) are the values at the head and tail of each
pair of points with the distance h.

B. Simulation Setup and Metrics

2) Synthetic data from the ecology model: We use the
model provided in [10] to generate spatially correlated data
with ecological (environmental) patterns (Fig. 3(f)). Even
though this data is synthetic, it contains realistic spatial
patterns with known spatial properties. Fig. 3(g) includes the
variogram of this pattern. This spatial pattern presents the
fractal characteristic of the environment with a high correlation
level between 7H and 9H.

We used the Nido simulator [11] for our simulation study.
We randomly placed 375 nodes in a 250m×250m grid which
results in at least a 5-hop topology with each node having an
average of 17 neighbors. We used the loss profile from [21]
to assign reliabilities to links between nodes. We generated
10 different topologies with this configuration and averaged
results over 30 runs for each topology. We configured the
bridge nodes to participate in aggregation. We implemented
Average, Count, Sum, and Standard Deviation aggregation
operators but only present the results for Average in this paper.
We chose τ = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 10 because the maximum
variation (i.e., the difference between mean and maximum (or
minimum)) in data is 25.8% in more than 99.9% of the entire
synthetic data set. We also generated topologies with 100%
reliable communication, and compared results with those from
lossy topologies to understand the effect of packet loss on
precision. We ran simulation using two other densities: sparse
(9 neighbors/node) and dense (25 neighbors/node). Each node
at position (x,y) uses the value from the corresponding position
in the synthetic or empirical data sets.

3) Real sensor data from Great Duck Island: Four kinds of
modality (humidity, temperature, light, and pressure) measured
on Great Duck Island [13] constitute this data set. Different
modalities are in different units, but we used raw values in
all cases. Variograms using real sensor data from Fig. 3(h)
and synthetic data from Fig. 3(g) show similar magnitude and
pattern (with each modality corresponding to different level of
correlation in (g)). Thus, the synthetic data generated is a good
estimate of the real sensor data. As these sensor nodes are not
deployed in a grid, distances are subdivided into a number of
intervals called lags to simplify variogram computation [1].

The primary metric used for evaluation is the percent of the reduced number of transmissions calculated as
nT X(T AG)−nT X(CAG)
× 100, where nT X is the number of
nT X(T AG)
transmissions. The number of packets transmitted excludes
query packets because it is the same in both TAG and CAG
(regardless of τ ). Transmission cost is a good estimate of
energy cost in WSN because radio transmissions consume
far more energy than any other operation in a node. Another
metric is the relative error of the result with a given τ
×100. Finally, the
calculated as |EstimateResult−CorrectResult|
CorrectResult
reduced number of transmissions was compared in 3 different
densities.
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C. Results on Efficiency and Precision
As shown in Fig. 4(a), CAG performs fewer transmissions, as more error is allowed in the result by increasing
τ . With highly correlated data (9H), CAG with τ of 0.5%
and 1% resulted in 37.3% and 57.9% savings, respectively,
in communication cost over TAG. Fixing τ , with increasing
data correlation, we observed reduction in communication
overhead. With a τ of 4% and data generated with 7H and
9H, we observed CAG has 38.4% and 64.3% reduction in
the number of transmissions over TAG. Results with lossless
topologies are similar and are omitted due to space constraint.
Fig. 4(b) shows the correctness of the result returned by
CAG. With lossy topology (unreliable links), errors increase
non-monotonically with τ . With lossless topologies (100%
link reliability), the result was as expected as shown in
Fig. 4(c), since a larger τ always results in a larger error.
With both topologies, an increase in H was accompanied by an
increase in error due to the high disparity between clusterhead
and non-clusterhead sensor readings. However, with lossy
links, a τ of 4 and an H of 7 result in a small relative error of
1.7%. With all τ and H values, relative error is always bounded
by τ except for a few cases with H = 9, where the error differs
by less than 1%. This discrepancy can be attributed to the
cluster size oblivious aggregation in CAG. In some simulation
runs, we found a large number of clusterheads in the narrow
diagonal band of Fig. 3(e). Aggregate from those clusters,
when combined (averaged) with aggregate from relatively few
clusters from elsewhere, results in an error biased towards that
of the narrow band. To address this problem, the next version
of CAG takes into account the cluster size while computing
aggregates.

Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e) show the communication and error
tradeoff with lossy and lossless topologies. We found that the
results using spatial pattern from ecology data described in
Section III-A.2 are similar to those using synthetic data of 7H
and 9H as described in Section III-A.1. This may indicate that
the environmental phenomena is highly correlated, consistently
staying between 7H and 9H. If we only consider the reduced
number of transmissions metric, spatial pattern shows a similar
correlation property with 5H and 7H as presented in Fig. 4(f).
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) present performance and relative
error using the empirical data from Great Duck Island to verify
the existence of different levels of spatial correlation in real
sensor readings. While the relative errors for pressure and
temperature are almost always bounded by the threshold τ ,
the relative errors for light and humidity are generally greater
than τ . Pressure reading maximally benefits from using CAG
more than any other modalities, both in terms of performance
and relative error because it is the most strongly correlated
environmental attribute in all these data set.
Fig. 5(c) presents the reduced number of transmissions for
different densities when τ is fixed at 0.5%. With a denser
node deployment, CAG saves more energy by exploiting the
increased correlation in readings from closeby sensors. Sparse
deployment results in weaker data correlation, which increases
the energy overhead for CAG.
In short, the following characteristics were observed between correlation level, threshold, and performance and precision of CAG. As data becomes more correlated and the usergiven threshold larger, fewer transmissions were observed.
When τ < 10%, with higher data correlation and larger
threshold, higher relative error was observed. When τ >=
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10%, lower relative error was observed (always bounded by
the threshold) as data becomes more correlated. (We also
conducted simulations with τ =15%, 20%, and 40%, but
we omit those results due to the space constraint.) We found
that the CAG algorithm can maximally take advantage of the
highly correlated sensor data.
With CAG, each response from a clusterhead represents
the readings of all the nodes within a cluster. Thus, even a
single packet loss can seriously affect the accuracy of the final
result. Although lossy communication can have a non-linear
impact on precision, the magnitude of the increased error due
to packet losses is marginal, e.g., less than 2% with synthetic
data. The relative error with perfect communication is always
lower than the user specified error threshold.
Results from Section II assert that the relative error is
guaranteed to be within the user-provided threshold τ , when
the data shows a certain level of spatial correlation. We
observed that the relative error is bounded by τ for synthetic,
ecological, and real sensor data except humidity and light
readings. Although packet losses in the network are expected
to have a large negative impact on accuracy, our study shows
that this is not the case. This is because the existence of high
correlation in sensor reading results in dampening the impact
from packet loss. With retransmissions and the highly reliable
radios of the Mica2 or MicaZ motes, the errors will be even
smaller.
Although the overhead and complexity of forming clusters
and implementing threshold-based functionality are drawbacks
of CAG, those are negligible because cluster is built during
query forwarding; a step common to any query/response
protocol in wireless sensor network.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented our novel CAG algorithm that
leverages spatial correlation to improve efficiency in WSN.
A systematic study of efficiency and precision tradeoff was
performed. With highly correlated sensor data, we found that
CAG can save the communication overhead by as much as
70.9% over TAG while incurring a modest 1.7% error. In
the near future, we plan to validate our simulation results by
capturing the real spatial sensor data using the Berkeley mote
platform. We also plan to work on a more sophisticated model
and analysis that deal with more complex scenarios.
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